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Preconditioners for model order reduction by interpolation and

random sketching of operators

Oleg Balabanov∗ and Anthony Nouy†

Abstract

The performance of projection-based model order reduction methods for solving parameter-
dependent systems of equations highly depends on the properties of the operator, which can be im-
proved by preconditioning. In this paper we present strategies to construct a parameter-dependent
preconditioner by an interpolation of operator’s inverse. The interpolation is obtained by mini-
mizing a discrepancy between the (preconditioned) operator and the matrix defining the metric of
interest. The discrepancy measure is chosen such that its minimization can be efficiently performed
online for each parameter value by the solution of a small least-squares problem. Furthermore, we
show how to tune the discrepancy measure for improving the quality of Petrov-Galerkin projection
or residual-based error estimation. This paper also addresses preconditioning for the randomized
model order reduction methods from [Balabanov and Nouy 2019, Part I]. Our methodology can be
readily used for efficient and stable solution of ill-conditioned parametric systems and an effective
error estimation/certification without the need to estimate expensive stability constants.

The proposed approach involves heavy computations in both offline and online stages that are
circumvented by random sketching. The norms of high-dimensional matrices and vectors are esti-
mated by ℓ2-norms of their low-dimensional images, called sketches, through random embeddings.
For this we extend the framework from [Balabanov and Nouy 2019, Part I] to random embeddings
of operators.

Key words— model order reduction, preconditioner, reduced basis, proper orthogonal decomposi-
tion, error estimation, random sketching, subspace embedding.

1 Introduction

We consider a large-scale parameter-dependent system of equations

A(µ)u(µ) = b(µ), µ ∈ P, (1)

where P is the parameter set. Such a system may result, for instance, from the discretization of
a parameter-dependent partial differential equation (PDE). We assume that the solution manifold
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M := {u(µ) : µ ∈ P} can be well approximated by a projection onto a space of low or moderate
dimension. The linear system of equations (1) can then be approximately solved using projection-based
model order reduction (MOR) methods such as Reduced Basis (RB) method, Proper Orthogonal De-
composition (POD) and (recycling) Krylov methods (see [5, 6, 17, 22, 23] and the references therein).
The performance of projection-based methods highly depends on the properties of the matrix A(µ),
which can be improved by preconditioning.

Let the solution space be characterized by a weighted Euclidean (or Hermitian) inner product
〈·, ·〉U := 〈RU ·, ·〉2, where RU is some self-adjoint positive definite matrix. More details regarding
the problem’s setting can be found in Section 2. Let the preconditioner P(µ) be an approximate inverse
of A(µ). Then the (approximate) solution of (1) can be obtained from

B(µ)u(µ) = f(µ), µ ∈ P, (2)

where B(µ) := RUP(µ)A(µ) and f(µ) := RUP(µ)b(µ). If P(µ)A(µ) is close to the identity matrix,
then B(µ) should have better properties than the original operator A(µ), which implies better perfor-
mance of projection-based methods. In particular, if P(µ) = A(µ)−1 then (2) is perfectly conditioned
relatively to the metric induced by RU . It is important to note that in the context of projection-based
MOR, the invertibility of P(µ) is not required for obtaining an approximate solution to (1). Since we
operate only on a subset of vectors it is sufficient to ensure that P(µ)A(µ) is close to the identity on
this subset. Note also that the computation of the explicit form of B(µ) can be extremely expensive
and has to be avoided. Instead, this matrix should be operated as an implicit map outputting products
with vectors.

Here we provide efficiently computable estimators of the quality of B(µ) for the solution of (2) with
projection-based methods or for residual-based error estimation. Each estimator basically measures a
discrepancy between B(µ) and RU with respect to a certain semi-norm, and is seen as an error indicator
on P(µ) as an approximation of the inverse of A(µ). The proposed error indicators can be readily
employed to efficiently construct P(µ) by interpolation of the inverse of A(µ) or to estimate the stability
constants associated with the given parameter-dependent preconditioner. Unlike the minimization of the
condition number of B(µ) or the classical stability constants, the minimization of each error indicator
over a low-dimensional space of matrices is a small least-squares problem, which can be efficiently solved
online. The heavy offline computations are here circumvented with randomized linear algebra. More
specifically, a drastic reduction of the computational cost is attained by the usage of the framework
from [3] and its extension to the context of approximation of inner products between matrices. The
ℓ2-embeddings are no longer seen as matrices, but rather as linear maps from a space of matrices to a
low-dimensional Euclidean (or Hermitian) space. In Section 5 we propose a probabilistic way for the
construction of such ℓ2-embeddings with the precise conditions on the size of the random sketch to
guarantee a user-specified accuracy of approximation and probability of success.

The construction of an efficient parameter-dependent preconditioner was addressed in [11, 13, 21,
24, 31]. In particular, in [31] the authors proposed to use randomized linear algebra for the efficient
construction of a preconditioner by interpolation of matrix inverse. This principle is taken as the starting
point for the present paper. The Galerkin methods with an improved stability for ill-conditioned and non-
coercive parametric equations were developed in [1, 28]. The effective/numerically stable, yet efficient
error estimation/certification was addressed in [10, 15, 27] with deterministic approaches, and in [3, 9,
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14, 25, 26, 29] with statistical learning/randomized approaches.
The randomized linear algebra recently became a popular approach for the enhancement of MOR

methods [3, 4, 8, 9, 18, 25, 26, 31]. It was first used as a simple sample-based approach for error
estimation [9, 18]. These ideas then underwent a more significant development in [3, 4, 25, 26]. It has
to be noted that the probabilistic error estimator from [26] has a close relation to the multi-purpose
preconditioner-based error estimator proposed in the present paper (see Section 1.2 for details). In [2]
the low-rank approximation algorithm from [16] was used for enhancing the efficiency of computation
of the POD basis. A POD method, based on the simultaneous low-rank approximation of the matrix of
snapshots and the estimation of the reduced order model with random sketching was proposed in [3].
In [4], the authors employed for MOR the ideas from compressed sensing [30], based on random sketching.

1.1 Construction of a preconditioner

A parameter-dependent preconditioner P(µ) is here obtained by a projection of A(µ)−1 onto a linear
span of some basis matrices {Yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ p}, i.e.,

P(µ) =

p
∑

i=1

λi(µ)Yi, (3)

with coefficients λi(µ) computed online by minimizing some discrepancy measure between P(µ) and
A(µ)−1.

Throughout the paper, the basis matrices Yi are considered to be A(µi)−1 at some interpolation
points µi ∈ P, but they could also be chosen as approximate inverses. The set of interpolation points
can be simply obtained by random sampling in P. Another way is an iterative greedy selection, at each
iteration enriching the set of interpolation points by a parameter value where the error indicator is the
largest. For methods where the approximation space Ur is constructed from snapshots u(µ̂j) as RB or
POD methods, the interpolation points can be selected among the parameters µ̂j, providing recycling
of the computations, since each snapshot (typically) requires computation of the implicit inverse (e.g.,
factorization) of the operator. Finally, for the reduced basis methods where Ur is constructed with a
greedy algorithm based on Petrov-Galerkin projection, it can be useful to consider the same interpolation
points for the construction of Ur and {Yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ p}. In this case the error indicator for the greedy
selection of an interpolation point should be defined as a (weighted) average of the error indicator
characterizing the quality of Ur (e.g., an upper bound of the error of the Galerkin projection) and the
error indicator characterizing the quality of {Yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} (e.g., one of the error indicators presented
below). Other strategies for finding the parameter values µi can be found in [31].

1.2 Contributions

We here consider preconditioners in several contexts. Besides the multi-purpose context as in [31],
where one is interested in minimization of the condition number, we also consider Galerkin projection
onto a fixed approximation space, and residual-based error certification. We also cover the case of
preconditioners for the randomized methods from [3]. A detailed presentation of the major contributions
is given below.
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Preconditioner for multi-purpose context

This work presents a generalization and improvement of the methodology introduced in [31] using
random sketching of operators. First of all, the quality of the preconditioner is characterized with
respect to a general norm represented by a self-adjoint positive definite matrix instead of the ℓ2-norm.
This is important, for instance, in the context of numerical methods for PDEs to control the quality
of an approximation regardless the used discretization. Secondly, the theoretical bounds from [31]
for the size of sketching matrices are considerably improved. For instance our bound for Subsampled
Randomized Hadamard Transform (SRHT) matrix is linear in the dimension p of the low-dimensional
space of operators, and not quadratic as in [31]. Furthermore, thanks to the (extended) framework
presented in [3], we here obtain a great improvement of the efficiency (both offline and online) and
numerical stability of the algorithms. More specifically, if A(µ) is a n × n sparse matrix and admits
an affine expansion with mA terms1, if P(µ) is a linear combination of p basis matrices, each requiring
O(nkP ) (for some small kP > 1) complexity and amount of storage for multiplication by a vector, and if
k is the number of rows of the sketching matrices (typically k = O(p)), then the precomputation of our
error indicator, using SRHT, takes only O(nkp(mA log (k) + kP )) flops and O(nkP ) bytes of memory,
while the approach from [31] can require up to O(nkpm2

A(kp + kP )) flops and O(n(kp + kP )) bytes of
memory. Moreover, we also improve the efficiency and numerical stability of the online stage. The
online assembling of the reduced matrix for the computation (or minimization) of the indicator in [31]
takes O(m2

Ap
2) flops, while our approach essentially consumes only O(mAp

2) flops. Our approach is
also less sensitive to round-off errors since we proceed with direct solution of the least-squares problem
without the need to appeal to the normal equation. We also derive a quasi-optimality result for the
preconditioned Galerkin projection and error estimation with the proposed error indicator.

Preconditioner for Galerkin projection

The estimation of the operator norm by a Hilbert-Schmidt norm (as used in the multi-purpose context)
can be very ineffective. In general a very high overestimation is possible. For numerical methods for
PDEs, this may result in a high sensitivity to discretization. We show how to overcome this issue, if the
preconditioner is used for a Galerkin projection onto a small or moderately large approximation space.
In such a case effective error indicators can be obtained by ignoring the component of the residual which
is orthogonal to the approximation space.

Preconditioner for error certification

Our methodology can be used for efficient and effective error estimation/certification without the need
to estimate expensive stability constants. The error ‖u(µ)− ur(µ)‖U of an approximation ur(µ) of the
solution u(µ) can be estimated by a sketched norm [3] of the preconditioned residual f(µ)−B(µ)ur(µ).
This approach is related to the one from [26], which consists in approximating the error by projections of
the (unpreconditioned) residual onto approximate solutions of the dual problems A(µ)Hyi(µ) = zi with
random right-hand sides. The difference is that in [26] the authors proposed to tackle the random dual

1A parameter-dependent quantity v(µ) with values in vector space V over a field K is said to admit an affine repre-

sentation if v(µ) =
∑d

i=1
viλi(µ) with λi(µ) ∈ K and vi ∈ V .
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problems separately with RB methods, while we here consider a monolithic approach, approximating
solutions by yi(µ) ≈ P(µ)Hzi, where P(µ) is a preconditioner constructed by an interpolation of the
operator’s inverse based on minimization of an error indicator. Our method has several important
advantages over the one in [26]. First, our efficient error certification procedure with the multi-purpose
error indicator does not rely on the assumption that the error of the solution(s) of the random dual
problem(s) is uniformly small on P as in [26]. Furthermore, in contrast to [26] our methodology yields
guarantees of success not only for finite parameter sets P, which can be of particular interest for adaptive
algorithms. Finally, we propose an additional, more robust approach for error estimation without
requiring A(µ)−1 (or yi(µ)) to be well-approximated (uniformly over P) in a low-dimensional space.
For this we restrict the operator to a linear subspace that approximates well the solution manifold.
Remarkably, the complexity of online computations in our approach does not depend on the dimension
of the subspace in contrast to the existing methods (such as [15]) typically requiring online computation
of a projection onto this subspace. This allows to choose a subspace of rather high dimension without
deteriorating online efficiency.

Preconditioner for MOR with random sketching

A particular interest is given to construction of preconditioners for large-scale parametric problems
tackled with randomized methods from [3] for a drastic reduction of the offline cost. We show how to
tune preconditioner’s error indicator to improving the quasi-optimality constants of the randomized,
sketched Galerkin projection and error estimator from [3], with the precise guarantees of the quality of
the preconditioner. The resulting method preserves the efficiency of the randomized methods so that it
can be effectively executed with any computational architecture.

1.3 Outline

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some notations. In Section 3 we provide
indicators that quantify the quality of the preconditioner for different objectives such as multi-purpose
context, Galerkin projection and residual-based error estimation. The measures of the quality of the
preconditioner in the context of the probabilistic MOR methods from [3] are discussed in Section 4. The
indicators from Sections 3 and 4 are efficiently estimated by using random sketching in Section 5. For
this we first extend the framework from [3] to random embeddings of operators and then particularize
the results to each indicator individually. The numerical validation of the methodology will be presented
in the nearest future.

2 Preliminaries

Let K = R or C. The solution space is identified with U := Kn. This space is equipped with inner
product

〈·, ·〉U := 〈RU ·, ·〉2,
where 〈·, ·〉2 is the ℓ2-inner product on Kn and RU ∈ Kn×n is some self-adjoint (symmetric if K = R and
Hermitian if K = C) positive definite matrix. The dual of U is identified with U ′ := Kn and is endowed
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with the canonical (dual) norm

‖ · ‖U ′ = max
w∈U

|〈·,w〉2|
‖w‖U

.

This norm is associated with the inner product 〈·, ·〉U ′ := 〈·,RU
−1·〉2. The solution vector u(µ) is seen

as an element from U , the matrices A(µ) and RU are seen as operators from U to U ′, and b(µ) is seen
as an element from U ′. The parameter set P can be a subset of Kl or a subset of an infinite dimensional
space such as a function space. See [3] for more details on the meaning of this semi-discrete setting
for numerical methods for PDEs. For problems described simply by algebraic equations the notions of
solution spaces and dual spaces can be disregarded and matrix RU can be taken as identity.

For finite-dimensional (Hilbert) spaces V and W identified with an Euclidean or a Hermitian space,
we denote by HS(V,W ) the space of matrices representing operators from V to W . Assuming that V
and W are equipped with inner products 〈·, ·〉V and 〈·, ·〉W , respectively, we endow HS(V,W ) with the
Hilbert-Schmidt inner product

〈X,Y〉HS(V,W ) :=

dimV
∑

i=1

〈Xvi,Yvi〉W ,

where X,Y : V → W and {vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ dim V } is some orthonormal basis of V . Below we particularize
the above setting to specific choices of V and W .

For V = ℓ2(K
r) and W = ℓ2(K

k), HS(V,W ) is identified with the space of matrices Kk×r equipped
with the Frobenius inner product 〈·, ·〉HS(ℓ2,ℓ2) = 〈·, ·〉F .

For V = ℓ2(K
r) and W = U or W = U ′, HS(V,W ) is identified with the space of matrices K

n×r

equipped with the inner products

〈·, ·〉HS(ℓ2,U) = 〈RU ·, ·〉F , or 〈·, ·〉HS(ℓ2,U ′) = 〈·,R−1
U ·〉F ,

respectively.
Furthermore, HS(U, U ′) and HS(U ′, U) are identified with Kn×n. These spaces are seen as spaces

of linear operators from U to U ′ and from U ′ to U , respectively, and are endowed with inner products

〈·, ·〉HS(U,U ′) := 〈·,R−1
U ·R−1

U 〉F and 〈·, ·〉HS(U ′,U) := 〈RU ·RU , ·〉F . (4)

We also let ‖ · ‖HS(ℓ2,U), ‖ · ‖HS(ℓ2,U ′), ‖ · ‖HS(U,U ′) and ‖ · ‖HS(U ′,U) be the associated norms.
Finally, the minimal and the maximal singular values (or inf-sup constant and operator norm) of a

matrix C ∈ HS(U, U ′), seen as an operator from U to U ′, are defined as

α(C) := min
v∈U\{0}

‖Cv‖U ′

‖v‖U
, (5a)

β(C) := max
v∈U\{0}

‖Cv‖U ′

‖v‖U
=: ‖C‖U,U ′, (5b)

and the condition number κ(C) := β(C)
α(C)

. Supposing that V,W ⊆ U , the maximal singular value of the

operator C, restricted to V and used as an operator from V to W ′ := {RUw : w ∈ W}, is given by

‖C‖V,W ′ := max
v∈V \{0}

‖Cv‖W ′

‖v‖U
, (6)
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where

‖ · ‖W ′ := max
w∈W\{0}

|〈·,w〉2|
‖w‖U

.

Note that choosing V = W = U in (6) is consistent with the definition (5b).

3 Measures of quality of a preconditioner for classical projection-

based methods

In this section we derive computable error indicators that measure the quality of a preconditioner for
classical projection-based methods. They essentially represent a discrepancy between P(µ) and A(µ)−1.
Different error indicators (or discrepancy measures) shall be considered depending on the objectives.

Further, all considerations are for a fixed parameter value µ ∈ P, unless specified otherwise. To
simplify the presentation, the dependencies on µ are omitted. We let E := RU(I − PA) = RU −B be
the error matrix.

3.1 Multi-purpose context

Here we consider the preconditioned system of equations (2) and provide an error indicator that char-
acterizes the performance of the preconditioner for projection-based methods such as (possibly adaptive
or randomized) Galerkin methods, Krylov methods (with or without recycling), RB methods, etc.

The matrix B in (2) can be seen as a linear operator from U to U ′. The performance of a projection-
based method and a residual-based error estimator usually depends on the condition number κ(B). A
smaller condition number yields better stability constants. The value of κ(B) can be characterized by
the distance between B and RU measured with the operator norm, i.e., by ‖E‖U,U ′. More specifically,
it directly follows from the definitions (5) of the minimal and maximal singular values that

1− ‖E‖U,U ′ ≤ α(B) ≤ β(B) ≤ 1 + ‖E‖U,U ′. (7)

The minimization of ‖E‖U,U ′ for multiple operators B may be an unfeasible task. Therefore the
condition number of B shall be approximated with a computable upper bound of ‖E‖U,U ′.

Proposition 3.1. For an operator C : U → U ′ and a vector v ∈ U , it holds

‖Cv‖U ′ ≤ ‖C‖HS(U,U ′)‖v‖U . (8)

Proof. See appendix.

From Proposition 3.1 it follows that ‖E‖HS(U,U ′) is an upper bound of ‖E‖U,U ′, which implies the
first main result of this paper.

Define the following error indicator

∆U,U ′ = ‖E‖HS(U,U ′). (9)
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If ∆U,U ′ < 1, then

κ(B) ≤ 1 + ∆U,U ′

1−∆U,U ′

. (10)

Therefore a good performance of a projection-based method can be guaranteed if ∆U,U ′ is sufficiently
small.

In practice, the condition ∆U,U ′ < 1, which is required for the bound (10) to hold, is hard to reach.
Our empirical studies, however, suggest that the operators which come from real applications have a
small condition number also when ∆U,U ′ is small but larger than one.

In general, a good effectivity of ‖ · ‖HS(U,U ′) as an estimator of the operator norm ‖ · ‖U,U ′ may not
be guaranteed. In some situations, a large overestimation (up to a factor of n1/2) happens. This issue
can be particularly dramatic for numerical methods for PDEs, where each discrete operator C (e.g.,
C = E) represents a finite-dimensional approximation of some partial differential operator C. The
operator norm of C is an upper bound of ‖C‖U,U ′ regardless of the chosen discretization. The norm
‖C‖HS(U,U ′) is an approximation of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of C, which can be infinite (if C is not a
Hilbert-Schmidt operator). Therefore, even if C has a small operator norm (implying that ‖C‖U,U ′ is
also small), ‖C‖HS(U,U ′) can be highly sensitive to the discretization and tend to infinity with n. This
implies a possible failure of ∆U,U ′ for characterizing the quality of the preconditioned operator. This
problem can be circumvented for the projection-based MOR context, where the solution is approximated
in a moderately large space, or for the residual-based error estimation.

3.2 Galerkin projection

Further, we consider the projection-based MOR context where the solution u in (2) is approximated
by the Galerkin projection ur onto a subspace Ur ⊆ U . Let Ur ∈ Kn×r be a matrix whose columns
form a basis for Ur. The subspace Ur can be constructed with a greedy algorithm for RB method
or low-rank approximation of the matrix of solution samples, called snapshots, for POD. The basis
vectors for Ur can also be chosen a priori by exploiting the structure of the problem. In the context
of numerical methods for PDEs, such basis vectors can be obtained by computing the coordinates of
the basis functions (associated, for instance, with an approximation on a coarse grid) on the space of
functions identified with U .

For given W ⊆ U , let ΠW : U → W denote the orthogonal projection on W with respect to ‖ · ‖U ,
such that

∀x ∈ U, ΠWx = arg min
w∈W

‖x−w‖U . (11)

The Galerkin orthogonality condition can be stated as follows

〈B(u− ur),w〉2 = 0, ∀w ∈ Ur, (12)

or, equivalently (see [3]),
‖B(u− ur)‖U ′

r
= 0. (13)

Next we use the following lemma to provide conditions for controlling the accuracy of ur in Propo-
sition 3.3.
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Lemma 3.2. Let ur satisfy (13). Then

‖ur −ΠUr
u‖U ≤ ‖E(u−ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r
+ ‖E(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r
. (14)

Proof. See appendix.

Proposition 3.3. If ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
< 1, then the solution ur to (13) is unique and

‖u− ur‖U ≤
(

1 +
‖E‖U,U ′

r

1− ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r

)

‖u−ΠUr
u‖U . (15)

Proof. See appendix.

According to Proposition 3.3, the quasi-optimality of ur can be guaranteed by making sure that the
semi-norms ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
and ‖E‖U,U ′

r
are small enough. We observe that

‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖U,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖U,U ′ ≤ ∆U,U ′. (16)

Moreover, for Ur = U we clearly have ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
= ‖E‖U,U ′

r
= ‖E‖U,U ′. The relation (16) and Propo-

sition 3.3 yield an error bound for the Galerkin projection using the multi-purpose indicator ∆U,U ′ :

‖u− ur‖U ≤ (1 +
∆U,U ′

1−∆U,U ′

)‖u−ΠUr
u‖U . (17)

However, the quality of the preconditioner can be better characterized by taking into account the fact
that the error norms ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
and ‖E‖U,U ′

r
represent a discrepancy between B and RU with the solution

space and/or the test space being restricted to Ur (see Proposition 3.4).

Proposition 3.4. Define

∆Ur,U ′

r
:= ‖UH

r EUr‖F and ∆U,U ′

r
:= ‖EHUr‖HS(ℓ2,U ′). (18)

The following relations hold:

1

σ2
1

√
r
∆Ur,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
≤ 1

σ2
r

∆Ur ,U ′

r
and

1

σ1

√
r
∆U,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖U,U ′

r
≤ 1

σr
∆U,U ′

r
, (19)

where

σr := min
a∈Kr/{0}

‖Ura‖U
‖a‖2

and σ1 := max
a∈Kr/{0}

‖Ura‖U
‖a‖2

are the minimal and the maximal singular values of Ur with respect to ‖ · ‖U-norm.

Proof. See appendix.

Clearly, the bounds in Proposition 3.4 are tighter when the columns of Ur are orthonormal with
respect to 〈·, ·〉U .
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Corollary 3.5. Let ∆Ur ,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
be the error indicators from Proposition 3.4. If the columns of

Ur are orthonormal vectors with respect to 〈·, ·〉U , then

1√
r
∆Ur ,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
≤ ∆Ur,U ′

r
and

1√
r
∆U,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖U,U ′

r
≤ ∆U,U ′

r
. (20)

Furthermore, it is easy to see that if Ur has orthonormal columns with respect to 〈·, ·〉U , then

∆Ur ,U ′

r
≤ ∆U,U ′

r
≤ ∆U,U ′,

which implies that the quasi-optimality constants obtained with ∆Ur ,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
shall always be better

than the ones obtained with ∆U,U ′ . Note that if Ur = U then ∆Ur,U ′

r
= ∆U,U ′

r
= ∆U,U ′ . Unlike the

multi-purpose context, here the effectiveness of ∆Ur ,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
as estimators of ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
and ‖E‖U,U ′

r

is guaranteed. For PDEs this implies a robust characterization of the quality of the preconditioned
operator regardless the discretization.

Note that Ur can have a relatively high dimension making the orthogonalization of the basis with
respect to 〈·, ·〉U very expensive. In this case one should use Ur with columns that are only approxi-
mately orthogonal. For PDEs such a matrix can be obtained with domain decomposition (i.e., by local
orthogonalization).

Let us now summarize the results of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 in a practical form.
Consider error indicators ∆Ur ,U ′

r
,∆U,U ′

r
defined in (18) and ∆U,U ′ defined in (9).

If min {∆U,U ′, σ−1
r ∆U,U ′

r
, σ−2

r ∆Ur ,U ′

r
} < 1, then the solution ur to (13) is such that

‖u− ur‖U ≤
(

1 +
min {∆U,U ′, σ−1

r ∆U,U ′

r
}

1−min {∆U,U ′, σ−1
r ∆U,U ′

r
, σ−2

r ∆Ur,U ′

r
}

)

‖u−ΠUr
u‖U , (21)

where σr is the minimal singular value of Ur with respect to ‖·‖U -norm. Therefore to ensure high quality
of the Galerkin projection one can seek a preconditioner that minimizes

∆U,U ′, or ∆U,U ′

r
, or γ∆2

U,U ′

r
+∆2

Ur ,U ′

r
, (22)

with a weight γ selected depending on the problem.

Remark 3.6. The minimization of ∆U,U ′ shall be the right choice when the subspace Ur is unknown,
and ∆U,U ′

r
and ∆Ur ,U ′

r
can not be computed, or when Ur has a high condition number and may not be

approximately orthogonalized. On the other hand, if Ur has a moderately high condition number, then
the minimization of ∆U,U ′

r
would provide a better quasi-optimality constant than the minimization of

∆U,U ′.
If Ur has a condition number sufficiently close to 1, then the quasi-optimality constant in (21) is

K = 1+
σ−1
r ∆U,U′

r

1−σ−2
r ∆Ur,U

′
r

. In this case, a good Galerkin projection should be obtained by minimizing a weighted

sum γ∆2
U,U ′

r
+∆2

Ur ,U ′

r
. Next we propose a way to choose the weight γ. Let us consider a situation where

one seeks a preconditioner yielding a quasi-optimality constant K ≤ K∗, with a user-specified parameter
K∗. Moreover, it is assumed that K∗ ≥ 3/2, since having the quasi-optimality constant of 3/2 is
sufficient for most applications. We notice that the indicator ∆Ur ,U ′

r
can have a high impact on K when

10



∆Ur ,U ′

r
≥ 1/3σ2

r , but if ∆Ur ,U ′

r
≤ 1/3σ2

r , the quasi-optimality constant can be bounded by 1+3/2σ−1
r ∆U,U ′

r

and there will be almost no effect of further minimization of ∆Ur ,U ′

r
. From this consideration, one can

derive the value γ = 1/((2(K
∗−1)
σr

)2 − 1). It can be shown that for such a value of γ, the target quasi-

optimality, K ≤ K∗, is attained if 1√
1+γ

(γ∆2
U,U ′

r
+∆2

Ur ,U ′

r
)1/2 ≤ 1/3σ2

r .

Again, the condition ∆Ur ,U ′

r
< σ2

r (or ∆U,U ′

r
< σr) can require too expensive preconditioners and may

not be attained for some problems. Without this condition we do not have any a priori guaranty of
quality of the Galerkin projection. On the other hand, our experimental observations revealed that, in
practice, minimizing ∆Ur ,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
yields good preconditioners even when ∆Ur ,U ′

r
≥ σ2

r .

3.3 Error estimation

Let ur ∈ Ur be an approximation of u in the subspace Ur. Here we address the question of estimating
and bounding the error ‖u− ur‖U . The standard way is the certification of the error with the residual
norm:

‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1

η
‖r(ur)‖U ′ , (23)

where r(ur) = b − Aur and η is a computable lower bound of the smallest singular value of A (the
operator norm of A−1). For ill-conditioned operators A, the accuracy of such error estimator is very
poor. A straightforward approach to overcome this issue is to replace A in (23) by the preconditioned
operator B and use a preconditioned residual norm:

‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1

η∗
‖r∗(ur)‖U ′, (24)

with r∗(ur) = f−Bur and η∗ a lower bound of the smallest singular value of B. The coefficients η and η∗

can be obtained theoretically in some particular problems or with the Successive Constraint Method [12,
19, 20]. The above approach can be intractable, since the computation of η and (especially) η∗ with
classical procedures can be very expensive. A more efficient certification of the error can be obtained
with a multi-purpose error indicator ∆U,U ′, as proposed in Proposition 3.7.

Proposition 3.7. If ∆U,U ′ < 1, then

1

1 + ∆U,U ′

‖r∗(ur)‖U ′ ≤ ‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1

1−∆U,U ′

‖r∗(ur)‖U ′. (25)

Proof. See appendix.

The advantage of certification with ∆U,U ′ is that it does not require the use of expensive methods
to estimate the operator’s minimal singular value. However, the effectivenesses of the certification with
∆U,U ′ can still be poor (for instance, for PDEs context with non Hilbert-Schmidt operators). Further-
more, both certifications with (24) and (25) require B to have a relatively high minimal singular value,
which can be in general hard to attain. These drawbacks can be (again) circumvented by restriction of
the test and/or solution spaces as is discussed below.

11



Suppose that we are given an m-dimensional approximation subspace Um ⊆ U , with r ≤ m ≪ n,
that is known to well approximate the solution u. Assume that ur ∈ Um, and

‖u−ΠUm
u‖U ≤ τ‖u− ur‖U , (26)

for some τ < 1. We require τ to be sufficiently small, say τ ≤ 1/2. Note that such a condition in general
may not be efficiently certified in the online stage, and therefore it has to be guaranteed a priori. In
practice, this can be done by considering Um with high dimension, possibly much larger than r (but still
much lower than n). Our methodology allows this since it does not involve any online computations
depending on m. The subspace Um can be taken as a span of snapshots (plus Ur). For PDEs, this space
can also be chosen to be associated with an approximation on a coarse grid.

Clearly, when B ≈ RU , the (mapped) residual R−1
U r∗(ur) can serve as an estimator of u − ur. We

observe that for the error estimation we may consider instead of the full vector R−1
U r∗(ur) its projection

onto Um. This consideration leads to the following error estimator

‖u− ur‖U ≈ ‖ΠUm
R−1

U r∗(ur)‖U = ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
.

Its effectivity can be characterized by the distance between operators B and RU restricted to the space
Um, as shown in Proposition 3.8.

Proposition 3.8. If a := ‖E‖Um,U ′

m
+ τ‖E‖U,U ′

m
<

√
1− τ 2, then

1

1 + a
‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
≤ ‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1√

1− τ 2 − a
‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
. (27)

Proof. See appendix.

By choosing r := m in Proposition 3.4 one may define the error indicators ∆Um,U ′

m
and ∆U,U ′

m
and use

them for bounding ‖E‖Um,U ′

m
and ‖E‖U,U ′

m
. Similarly to the Galerkin projection, here the effectiveness

of ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
as an error estimator can be attained by minimizing ∆U,U ′

m
or ∆2

Um,U ′

m
+ τ 2∆2

U,U ′

m
.

A great advantage of certification of the error with Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.4 is that such
a certification no longer requires B to have a moderate minimal singular value as in (24) and (25). The
only requirement is that the preconditioner is such that B is close to RU with the solution space and/or
the test space being restricted to the subspace Um.

4 Measures of quality of a preconditioner for randomized model

order reduction methods

In [3], the authors proposed a methodology, based on random sketching, to drastically improve the
efficiency of classical model reduction methods. Here we introduce error indicators (or discrepancy
measures) for estimating the quality of a preconditioner in this context.
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4.1 Preliminaries on random sketching

Let us first present the basic ingredients of random sketching from [3]. In this work, the original inner
products 〈·, ·〉U and 〈·, ·〉U ′ are estimated by

〈·, ·〉ΘU := 〈Θ·,Θ·〉, and 〈·, ·〉ΘU ′ := 〈ΘR−1
U ·,ΘR−1

U ·〉, (28)

where Θ ∈ Kk×n, with k ≪ n, is seen as an operator from U to ℓ2, and is called a U → ℓ2 subspace
embedding. Let ‖ · ‖ΘU and ‖ · ‖ΘU ′ denote the associated semi-norms.

Here, Θ is taken as a realization of a random distribution of matrices satisfying the (ε, δ, d) oblivious
U → ℓ2 subspace embedding property (see below the definition).

Definition 4.1. Θ is called a (ε, δ, d) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding if for any d-dimensional
subspace V of U , the relation

∀x,y ∈ V,
∣

∣〈x,y〉U − 〈x,y〉ΘU
∣

∣ ≤ ε‖x‖U‖y‖U (29)

holds with probability at least 1− δ.

Furthermore, Θ is chosen such that it can be efficiently multiplied by a vector.
A random matrix which is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding, with U = Kn and 〈·, ·〉U =

〈·, ·〉2, is referred to as a (ε, δ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embedding. Some distributions of matrices
are known to be (ε, δ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings, such as the rescaled Gaussian matrices,
the rescaled Rademacher matrices, the Subsampled Randomized Hadamard Transform (SRHT), the
Subsampled Randomized Fourier Transform (SRFT) and others. In this work, from the oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2
subspace embeddings, we shall only use the rescaled Gaussian and the SRHT distributions. A k × n
rescaled Gaussian matrix has i.i.d. entries with mean 0 and variance k−1. Assuming that n is the power
of 2, a k × n SRHT matrix is defined as k−1/2(RHnD) ∈ Rk×n, where R ∈ Rk×n are the first k rows of
a uniform random permutation of rows of the identity matrix, Hn ∈ Rn×n is a Walsh-Hadamard matrix
and D ∈ R

n×n is a random diagonal matrix with random entries such that P ([D]i,i = ±1) = 1/2. The
partial-SRHT (P-SRHT) is used when n is not necessarily a power of 2, and is defined as the first n
columns of a SRHT matrix of size s, where s is a power of 2 and n ≤ s < 2n.

From [3] it follows that the rescaled Gaussian distribution with

k ≥ 7.87ε−2(D6.9d+ log(1/δ)), (30a)

where D = 1 for K = R or D = 2 for K = C, and the P-SRHT distribution with

k ≥ 2(ε2 − ε3/3)−1
[√

d+
√

8 log(6n/δ)
]2

log(3d/δ), (30b)

respectively, are (ε, δ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings. The logarithmic dependence or no
dependence of bounds (30) on n and δ explain the interest of random sketching methods. It is important
to note that despite having higher theoretical bounds for the required number of rows, SRHT matrices
typically provide similar accuracy of approximation as Gaussian matrices of the same size.
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The ℓ2 → ℓ2 embeddings can be used for the construction of U → ℓ2 embeddings. Let Q be a matrix
such that QHQ = RU .

2 This matrix can be obtained with a Cholesky factorization or a more efficient
approach proposed in [3, Remark 2.7] based on domain decomposition.

Proposition 4.2 (Proposition 3.11 in [3]). Let Ω be a (ε, δ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embedding.
The random matrix

Θ := ΩQ

is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding of subspaces of U .

For a subspace W ⊆ U , we let ΠΘ

W : U → W denote the orthogonal projection on W with respect
to ‖ · ‖ΘU , such that

∀x ∈ U, ΠΘ

Wx = arg min
w∈W

‖x−w‖ΘU . (31)

The semi-norm ‖ · ‖W ′ can be estimated by [3]

‖ · ‖ΘW ′ := ‖ΠΘ

WR−1
U · ‖ΘU = max

w∈W\{0}

|〈R−1
U ·,w〉ΘU |
‖w‖ΘU

. (32)

Finally, the maximal singular value, ‖C‖V,W ′, of an operator C : U → U ′ used as an operator from
V to W ′, can be estimated by

‖C‖ΘV,W ′ := max
v∈V \{0}

‖Cv‖ΘW ′

‖v‖U
. (33)

4.2 Sketched Galerkin projection

Following [3], the sketched Galerkin orthogonality condition can be stated as

‖B(u− ur)‖ΘU ′

r
= 0. (34)

First of all, it follows directly from [3, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2] that ur ∈ Ur satisfying (34) is an
almost optimal minimizer of the error over Ur, if Θ is an (ε, δ, r + 1) oblivious embedding and B is
a well-conditioned operator. Therefore, one way to ensure a good quality of ur in (34) is to choose a
preconditioner that minimizes the multi-purpose error indicator ∆U,U ′ .

A better way to measure the quality of the sketched Galerkin projection can be to use error indicators
with solution and/or test spaces restricted to low-dimensional spaces, as is discussed below. Our analysis
will be based on the assumption that Θ satisfies (29) with V = Ur. This condition can be satisfied with
high probability by taking Θ as (ε, δ, r) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embedding, and serves as the basis
for the randomized methods in [3].

We have the following result characterizing the quasi-optimality of ur in (34).

Proposition 4.3. Let Θ satisfy (29) with V = Ur. Let ur satisfy (34). If ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
<

√
1− ε, then

‖u− ur‖U ≤
(

1 +
‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r√
1− ε− ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r

)

‖u−ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U . (35)

2Matrix Q (respectively QH) is interpreted as a map from U to ℓ2 (respectively from ℓ2 to U ′).
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Proof. See appendix.

Let M := {u(µ) : µ ∈ P} denote the solution manifold. Proposition 4.3 implies the quasi-optimality
of the sketched Galerkin projection if the semi-norms ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
and ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
are small enough, with the

condition that ‖u−ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U is approximately equal to ‖u−ΠUr

u‖U . The latter condition can be ensured
with high probability, if Θ is an oblivious subspace embedding of small size. For instance, by the first
part of Proposition 4.4, the inequalities

‖u−ΠUr
u‖U ≤ ‖u−ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U ≤ 1√

1− ε
‖u−ΠΘ

Ur
u‖ΘU ≤ 1√

1− ε
‖u−ΠUr

u‖ΘU

≤
√

1 + ε

1− ε
‖u−ΠUr

u‖U ,

hold with probability at least 1− δ for a single u ∈ M, if Θ is a (ε, δ, r+ 1) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace
embedding. The guaranty for the whole solution manifold, if it is finite, can then be obtained using a
union bound argument. On the other hand, such a guaranty for infinite M requires knowing how well
M can be approximated with a low-dimensional space, which can be quantified with the Kolmogorov
m-width

dm(M) := min
dim(W )=m

sup
u∈M

min
w∈W

‖u−w‖U . (36)

Proposition 4.4. We have the following results.

• If Θ is a (ε, δ, r + 1) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then
√
1− ε‖u−w‖U ≤ ‖u−w‖ΘU ≤

√
1 + ε‖u−w‖U

holds with probability at least 1− δ for all w ∈ Ur and a single u ∈ M.

• If Θ is a (ε, δ, r +m) and (ε, δ( n
m
+ 1)−1, m) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then

√
1− ε‖u−w‖U −Ddm(M) ≤ ‖u−w‖ΘU ≤

√
1 + ε‖u−w‖U +Ddm(M),

with D =
√
1 + ε(

√

n/m+ 1 + 1), hold with probability at least 1 − 2δ for all w ∈ Ur and all
u ∈ M, simultaneously.

Proof. See appendix.

It follows from the second part of Proposition 4.4 (and the bounds (30)) that if

dm(M) ≤ O(
√

m/n)‖u−ΠUr
u‖U , (37)

then we can use Θ with k = O(ε−2m) rows to ensure that ‖u − ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U = (1 + O(ε))‖u − ΠUr

u‖U .
In its turn, the property (37) holds for m = O(r + log n) if M has a Kolmogorov m-width decaying
exponentially, i.e., dm(M) ≤ Ee−Fm, for some constants E, F > 0.

Let Ur : Kr → U be a matrix whose columns form a basis for Ur. Define the sketched matrices
UΘ

r := ΘUr, V
Θ

r := ΘR−1
U BUr as in [3], and EΘ := ΘR−1

U E. In Proposition 4.5 we propose estimators
for ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
and ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
with a guaranty of their effectivenesses.
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Proposition 4.5. Define

∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
:= ‖UH

r Θ
HΘR−1

U EUr‖F = ‖I− (UΘ

r )
HVΘ

r ‖F (38a)

and

∆Θ

U,U ′

r
:= ‖EHR−1

U ΘHΘUr‖HS(ℓ2,U ′) = ‖(EΘ)HUΘ

r ‖HS(ℓ2,U ′). (38b)

Let Θ satisfy (29) with V = Ur. Assume that Ur is orthonormal with respect to 〈·, ·〉ΘU . The following
relations hold:

√

1− ε

r
∆Θ

Ur,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
≤

√
1 + ε∆Θ

Ur,U ′

r
and

1√
r
∆Θ

U,U ′

r
≤ ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
≤ ∆Θ

U,U ′

r
. (39)

Proof. See appendix.

Remark 4.6. The orthogonality of Ur with respect to 〈·, ·〉ΘU is equivalent to the orthogonality of UΘ

r

with respect to 〈·, ·〉2. This condition can be fulfilled by finding (e.g., with QR factorization) a square
matrix T such that UΘ

r T is ℓ2-orthonormal, and then replace the basis Ur by UrT. Note that the
possibly expensive computation of UrT is not needed for the error indicators from Proposition 4.5. One
only needs to compute the products UΘ

r T and VΘ

r T.

Further we provide a guaranty of almost preservation of the quasi-optimality constants of the classical
Galerkin projection by the sketched Galerkin projection. This can be done under assumption that the
operators B(µ) belong to a low-dimensional space.

Proposition 4.7. Let Y ⊆ HS(U, U ′) be a low-dimensional subspace of matrices seen as operators from
U to U ′. Let ∆Ur,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
be the error indicators from (18) associated with Ur that has orthonormal

columns with respect to 〈·, ·〉U , and let ∆U,U ′ be the multi-purpose indicator from (9). Furthermore, define

∆Ur,U ′ := ‖EUr‖HS(ℓ2,U ′)≤ ∆U,U ′.

• If Θ is a (ε, δ/r, r+dimY +1) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then with probability at least
1− δ,

(∆Θ

Ur,U ′

r
)2 ≤ 2

1− ε
(∆2

Ur,U ′

r
+ ε2∆2

Ur,U ′),

holds for all B ∈ Y .

• If Θ is a (ε, δ/n, r+dimY +1) oblivious U → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then with probability at least
1− δ,

(∆Θ

U,U ′

r
)2 ≤ 2

1− ε
(∆2

U,U ′

r
+ ε2∆2

U,U ′),

holds for all B ∈ Y .

Proof. See appendix.
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By combining the statements of Proposition 4.7 with the results of Propositions 3.4 and 4.5 we deduce
an almost preservation of the quasi-optimality constants, if Θ is an oblivious embedding of sufficiently
large size. Note that the upper bound for ∆Θ

U,U ′

r
is proportional to ε∆U,U ′ (for large ∆U,U ′) that can be

as big as n1/2ε‖E‖U,U ′ (e.g., for PDEs with non Hilbert-Schmidt operators). In such a case one may
be forced to use a very small value for ε to have the preservation of the quasi-optimality constants.
This implies that for some problems the classical preconditioned Galerkin projection characterized with
∆Ur ,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
can be a more suitable choice than the sketched one.

4.3 Sketched error estimation

As seen in Section 3.3, the effectiveness of the (preconditioned) residual ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′ as an estimator of
the error ‖u − ur‖U can be certified by using a multi-purpose indicator ∆U,U ′. In its turn, ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

can be efficiently estimated by ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′. The accuracy of such an estimation can be guaranteed if Θ
is an oblivious embedding of small size (for more details, see [3] taking A := B and b := f).

The quality of an error estimation can be improved by a restriction of the solution and test spaces
to a low-dimensional space. As in Section 3.3, we assume to be given a subspace Um that contains ur

and approximates well u. It is assumed that

‖u−ΠUm
u‖U ≤ ‖u−ΠΘ

Um
u‖U ≤ τ ∗‖u− ur‖U , and

‖u−ΠΘ

Um
u‖ΘU ≤ ‖u−ΠUm

u‖ΘU ≤ τ ∗‖u− ur‖U ,

for some τ ∗ < 1. This condition can be ensured by using a sufficiently large space Um and sufficiently
large sketching matrix Θ (see Proposition 4.4 taking r := m). Then we propose the following error
estimator:

‖u− ur‖U ≈ ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
.

The effectiveness of such an error estimator can be characterized by the following proposition under the
condition that ‖u− ur‖U = (1 +O(ε))‖u− ur‖ΘU , which can be ensured by using Proposition 4.4.

Proposition 4.8. Let Θ be such that

√
1− ε‖u− ur‖U ≤ ‖u− ur‖ΘU ≤

√
1 + ε‖u− ur‖U .

If a∗ := ‖E‖ΘUm,U ′

m
+ τ ∗‖E‖ΘU,U ′

m
<

√
1− ε− τ ∗2, then

1√
1 + ε+ a∗

‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
≤ ‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1√

1− ε− τ ∗2 − a∗
‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
. (40)

Proof. See appendix.

The semi-norms ‖E‖ΘUm,U ′

m
and ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

m
can be estimated by ∆Θ

Um,U ′

m
and ∆Θ

U,U ′

m
defined in Propo-

sition 4.5 with r := m. The minimization of ∆Θ

U,U ′

m
or a weighted sum (∆Θ

Um,U ′

m
)2 + τ ∗2(∆Θ

U,U ′

m
)2 can

ensure the effectiveness of ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
as an error estimator.
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5 Random sketching for operators and construction of pre-

conditioners

We consider the construction of a preconditioner of the form (3), i.e,

P(µ) =

p
∑

i=1

λi(µ)Yi, (41)

with the coefficients λi(µ) obtained by minimizing one of the error indicators from Sections 3 and 4
(or their quadratic weighted average). For each parameter value the minimization of an error indicator
consists in solving a least-squares problem. Its solution can be classically obtained with the normal
equation, which is a p × p linear system of equations. For each parameter value the normal system
can be formed from its affine decomposition precomputed in the offline stage, which allows to have the
online complexity independent of n. This approach, however, can involve heavy, and in some cases
even unfeasible, offline computations such as evaluations of Frobenius inner products of large, dense,
possibly implicit matrices. Furthermore, this approach also can suffer from numerical instabilities and
can require expensive online computations.

The aforementioned issues can be circumvented by extending the probabilistic methods from [3] to
efficiently estimate inner products between operators from low-dimensional spaces. Then, by exploiting
the fact that P(µ) belongs to a low-dimensional space of operators, the error indicators from Sections 3
and 4, given as norms of certain matrices, can be estimated by ℓ2-norms of the images (so-called sketches)
of the matrices through a carefully chosen random linear map to a low-dimensional ℓ2-space. Such
random maps are here constructed using random sketching matrices that are ℓ2 → ℓ2 oblivious subspace
embeddings, as is discussed next.

5.1 Oblivious ℓ2-embeddings for matrices

Let X be a space of matrices equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉X. We will consider several cases: the
space of matrices X = HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) equipped with 〈·, ·〉X = 〈·, ·〉F , the space of matrices X = HS(ℓ2, U)
equipped with 〈·, ·〉X = 〈·, ·〉HS(ℓ2,U) = 〈RU ·, ·〉F , or the space of matrices X = HS(U ′, U) equipped with
〈·, ·〉X = 〈·, ·〉HS(U ′,U) = 〈RU ·RU , ·〉F .

Definition 5.1. A random linear map Υ(·) from X to ℓ2(K
k) with k ≤ dim(X), is called a (ε, δ, d)

oblivious X → ℓ2 subspace embedding if for any d-dimensional subspace V of X it holds

P (∀X,Y ∈ V, |〈X,Y〉X − 〈Υ(X),Υ(Y)〉2| ≤ ε‖X‖X‖Y‖X) ≥ 1− δ. (42)

Next we propose ways to construct (ε, δ, d) oblivious X → ℓ2 embeddings from the classical oblivious
ℓ2 → ℓ2 embeddings such as Gaussian matrices or P-SRHT. Let Q be a s× n matrix such that QHQ =
RU . The dimension s can be larger than n but is assumed to satisfy s = O(n). Note that Q and QH are
seen as operators from U to ℓ2 and from ℓ2 to U ′, respectively. Let us also define the operation vec(·)
that reshapes (say, column-wise) a matrix to a vector, and defines a linear isometry between HS(ℓ2, ℓ2)
and ℓ2.
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Proposition 5.2. The random map Λ(·) defined by

Λ(X) := Γ vec(ΩXΣH), X : Kr → K
r,

where Γ, Ω and Σ are (εΓ, δΓ, d), (εΩ, δΩ, d) and (εΣ, δΣ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings,
is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 subspace embedding with ε = (1 + εΓ)(1 + εΣ)(1 + εΩ) − 1 and
δ = min(kΣδΩ+rδΣ, kΩδΣ+rδΩ)+δΓ, where kΩ and kΣ are the numbers of rows of Ω and Σ, respectively.

Proof. See appendix.

Proposition 5.3. The random map Ξ(·) defined by

Ξ(X) := Γ vec(ΩQXΣH), X : Kr → U,

where Γ, Ω and Σ are (εΓ, δΓ, d), (εΩ, δΩ, d) and (εΣ, δΣ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings,
is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious HS(ℓ2, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding of subspaces of matrices with r columns
(representing r vectors in U) with ε = (1 + εΓ)(1 + εΣ)(1 + εΩ) − 1 and δ = min(kΣδΩ + sδΣ, kΩδΣ +
rδΩ) + δΓ, where kΩ and kΣ are the numbers of rows of Ω and Σ, respectively.

Proof. See appendix.

Proposition 5.4. The random map Ψ(·) defined by

Ψ(X) := Γ vec(ΩQXQHΣH), X : U ′ → U,

where Γ, Ω and Σ are (εΓ, δΓ, d), (εΩ, δΩ, d) and (εΣ, δΣ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings, is a
(ε, δ, d) oblivious HS(U ′, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding of matrices representing operators from U ′ to U
with ε = (1+ εΓ)(1 + εΣ)(1 + εΩ)− 1 and δ = min(kΣδΩ + sδΣ, kΩδΣ + sδΩ) + δΓ, where kΩ and kΣ are
the numbers of rows of Ω and Σ, respectively.

Proof. See appendix.

It follows from (30) that to satisfy the (ε, δ, d) oblivious X → ℓ2 subspace embedding property, the
random maps Λ(·), Ξ(·) and Ψ(·) in Propositions 5.2 to 5.4 can be constructed with small Gaussian
matrices Γ, Ω and Σ with O(ε−2(d + log(n) + log(1/δ))) rows. For P-SRHT this bound is larger by
a factor of O(log(n) + log(1/δ)), but still remains sufficiently small. Moreover, despite having worse
theoretical guarantees, in practice P-SRHT matrices provide similar results to Gaussian matrices of the
same size.

Note that the usage of random embeddings Σ and Ω in Proposition 5.2 and Σ in Proposition 5.3
is not pertinent for d not so small compared to r (say, d ≥ r/4). In such cases these matrices should
be taken as the identity matrix (noting that the identity matrix is a (0, 0, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace
embedding).
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5.2 Randomized error indicators

We consider a situation where the preconditioned operators B(µ) lie in a space Y of operators from U
to U ′ and Y has a low dimension l. This is the case when the preconditioners are of the form (41).
Then for a fixed parameter value, B(µ) belongs to Y = span{RUYiA(µ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} with dimension
l ≤ p. Furthermore, if A(µ) has an affine form A(µ) =

∑mA

j=1 φj(µ)Aj, then B(µ) belong to Y =
span{RUYiAj : 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ mA}, with l ≤ pmA, for all µ ∈ P.

Multi-purpose, Galerkin projection and error estimation contexts. The error indicator ∆U,U ′(µ)
defined by (9) can be approximated by

[∆U,U ′]Ψ(µ) := ‖Ψ(R−1
U E(µ)R−1

U )‖2, (43)

where Ψ(·) is an oblivious HS(U ′, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding.
The following result is a direct consequence of Definition 5.1 and the fact that ‖E‖HS(U,U ′) =

‖R−1
U ER−1

U ‖HS(U ′,U).

Proposition 5.5. If Ψ(·) is an (ε, δ, l + 1) oblivious HS(U ′, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then

P
(

∀B ∈ Y, |∆2
U,U ′ − ([∆U,U ′]Ψ)2| ≤ ε∆2

U,U ′

)

≥ 1− δ. (44)

Observe that (44) implies with high probability the quasi-optimality of the minimizer of [∆U,U ′ ]Ψ over
Y (or a subspace of Y ) compared to a minimizer of ∆U,U ′. A random map Ψ(·), which is a (ε, δ, l + 1)
oblivious HS(U ′, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding, can be constructed using Proposition 5.4 with Gaussian
matrices or P-SRHT as ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings. The conditions (30) can be used for a priori
selection of the sizes of random sketching matrices. In particular, it follows that in Proposition 5.4, the
random matrices Γ, Ω and Σ can be chosen as rescaled Gaussian matrices or (in practice) SRHT with
O(l + log(n) + log(1/δ)) rows.

The estimators for the error indicators ∆Ur,U ′

r
(µ) and ∆U,U ′

r
(µ) in (18) are given by

[∆Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ(µ) := ‖Λ(Ur

HE(µ)Ur)‖2 (45a)

and

[∆U,U ′

r
]Ξ(µ) := ‖Ξ(R−1

U E(µ)HUr)‖2, (45b)

where Λ(·) is an oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 embedding, and Ξ(·) is an oblivious HS(ℓ2, U) → ℓ2 embed-
ding.

The following result is a direct consequence of Definition 5.1 and the fact that ‖EHUr‖HS(ℓ2,U ′) =
‖R−1

U EHUr‖HS(ℓ2,U).

Proposition 5.6.

• If Λ(·) is a (ε, δ, l + 1) oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then

P
(

∀B ∈ Y, |∆2
Ur,U ′

r
− ([∆Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ)2| ≤ ε∆2

Ur,U ′

r

)

≥ 1− δ. (46)
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• If Ξ(·) is a (ε, δ, l + 1) oblivious HS(ℓ2, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then

P
(

∀B ∈ Y, |∆2
U,U ′

r
− ([∆U,U ′

r
]Ξ)2| ≤ ε∆2

U,U ′

r

)

≥ 1− δ. (47)

The random maps Λ(·) and Ξ(·) can be constructed with Propositions 5.2 and 5.3. For each indicator,
the oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings Γ, Ω and Σ can be readily taken as Gaussian or P-SRHT
matrices with O(l + log(r) + log(1/δ)) rows (according to (30)).

Relations (44), (46) and (47) imply the quasi-optimality of the minimizer of

[∆U,U ′ ]Ψ, or [∆U,U ′

r
]Ξ, or ([∆U,U ′

r
]Ξ)2 + γ([∆Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ)2

as a minimizer of, respectively,

∆U,U ′, or ∆U,U ′

r
, or ∆2

U,U ′

r
+ γ∆2

Ur,U ′

r

over Y (or a subspace of Y ) with high probability.
The indicators ∆Um,U ′

m
(µ) and ∆U,U ′

m
(µ) for the error estimation context in Section 3.3 can be

estimated by [∆Um,U ′

m
]Λ(µ) and [∆U,U ′

m
]Ξ(µ) defined by (45) choosing r := m. The accuracy of such

an estimation can be characterized in exactly the same manner as the accuracy of estimation of the
indicators ∆Ur,U ′

r
and ∆U,U ′

r
for the Galerkin projection.

Sketched Galerkin projection and error estimation. The error indicators ∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
(µ) and ∆Θ

U,U ′

r
(µ)

defined by (38) can be estimated by

[∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ(µ) := ‖Λ(Ur

HΘHΘR−1
U E(µ)Ur)‖2 (48a)

and

[∆Θ

U,U ′

r
]Ξ(µ) := ‖Ξ(R−1

U E(µ)HR−1
U ΘHΘUr)‖2, (48b)

where Λ(·) (respectively Ξ(·)) is an oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 (respectively HS(ℓ2, U) → ℓ2) subspace
embedding.

Proposition 5.7.

• If Λ(·) is a (ε, δ, l + 1) oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then

P
(

∀B ∈ Y, |(∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
)2 − ([∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ)2| ≤ ε(∆Θ

Ur,U ′

r
)2
)

≥ 1− δ. (49)

• If Ξ(·) is a (ε, δ, l + 1) oblivious HS(ℓ2, U) → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then

P
(

∀B ∈ Y, |(∆Θ

U,U ′

r
)2 − ([∆Θ

U,U ′

r
]Ξ)2| ≤ ε(∆Θ

U,U ′

r
)2
)

≥ 1− δ. (50)

Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 can be employed for the construction of Λ(·) and Ξ(·). A quasi-optimality
of the preconditioner can be guaranteed with probability at least 1− δ by choosing random matrices Γ,
Ω and Σ as Gaussian or P-SRHT matrices with O(l + log(r) + log(1/δ)) rows.

The error indicators ∆Θ

Um,U ′

m
(µ) and ∆Θ

U,U ′

m
(µ) for the error estimation context can be efficiently

estimated by [∆Θ

Um,U ′

m
]Λ(µ) and [∆Θ

U,U ′

m
]Ξ(µ) defined in (48) choosing r := m.
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Probability of success for all parameter values. There are two ways to guaranty a success of the
sketched estimation of an error indicator (or a weighted average of error indicators) with probability at
least 1 − δ∗ for all parameter values in P, simultaneously. If P is finite then one can simply consider
success for each parameter value, separately, and then use a union bound argument, therefore using
δ = δ∗/#P and l = p for the selection of sizes of random matrices. A second way is to exploit the fact
that the set {B(µ) : µ ∈ P} is a subset of some low-dimensional space. For instance, if A(µ) has affine
expansion with mA terms and P(µ) is of the form (3) then there exists such a space with dimension
l ≤ pmA. This space can be readily chosen as the space Y in the above considerations.

Let us underline that these guarantees would only hold if {Yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} is (statistically) indepen-
dent of Γ, Ω and Σ, which is not the case in the greedy algorithm for the selection of the parameter
values for the interpolation of matrix inverse in Section 1.1. For the adaptive algorithms, one has to
consider all possible outcomes with another union bound for the probability of success. In particular,
if the training set has cardinality M , then there can exist up to

(

M
p

)

possible outcomes of the greedy
selection of p basis matrices and a success has to be guaranteed for each of them. In practice, this
implies an increase of the probability of failure by a factor of

(

M
p

)

. Luckily the required sizes of random
matrices depend only logarithmically on the probability of failure, therefore the replacement of δ by
δ/
(

M
p

)

shall not dramatically affect the computational costs.

5.3 Practical aspects

Here, we summarize the main results of this section from the practical point of view.
The error indicators ∆U,U ′(µ),∆Ur,U ′

r
(µ),∆U,U ′

r
(µ), ∆Um,U ′

m
(µ), ∆U,U ′

m
(µ) introduced in Section 3 for

the classical MOR methods, and the error indicators ∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
(µ), ∆Θ

U,U ′

r
(µ), ∆Θ

Um,U ′

m
(µ), ∆Θ

U,U ′

m
(µ) intro-

duced in Section 4 for the randomized MOR methods from [3], can be respectively estimated by efficiently
computable random estimators [∆U,U ′]Ψ(µ), [∆Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ(µ), [∆U,U ′

r
]Ξ(µ), [∆Um,U ′

m
]Λ(µ), [∆U,U ′

m
]Ξ(µ), and

[∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
]Λ(µ), [∆Θ

U,U ′

r
]Ξ(µ), [∆Θ

Um,U ′

m
]Λ(µ), [∆Θ

U,U ′

m
]Ξ(µ) which are the ℓ2-norms of the images of the cor-

responding residual matrices through random linear maps to low-dimensional Euclidean (or Hermitian)
spaces. For P(µ) defined in (41), the sketched error indicators from above (or their quadratic weighted
average) can be written in the following form

‖Wp(µ)ap(µ)− h(µ)‖2, (51)

where [ap(µ)]i = λi(µ), 1 ≤ i ≤ p. The k × p matrix Wp(µ) = [w1(µ), . . . ,wp(µ)] and the vector
h(µ) represent the sketches of the corresponding large matrices. For instance, for the multi-purpose
context: wi(µ) = Ψ(YiA(µ)R−1

U ), 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and h(µ) = Ψ(R−1
U ). The accuracy of estimation of

an error indicator can be guaranteed with high probability, for all µ ∈ P, if k = O(p + log(#P)) or
k = O(mAp), where mA is the number of terms in the affine decomposition of A(µ). The minimization
of (51) over ap(µ) can be efficiently and numerically stably performed online for each parameter value
with a standard routine such as QR factorization or SVD. For this, the affine decompositions of Wp(µ)
and h(µ) have to be precomputed in the offline stage and then used for the efficient solution of (51)
for each µ, with a cost independent (or weakly dependent) of the full dimension n, and dimensions m
and r. The affine decompositions can be obtained from (given) affine decomposition of A(µ) or with
empirical interpolation method.
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The computational cost of the offline stage is dominated by two operations: the products of Yi (and
R−1

U , Q) with multiple vectors and the products with random matrices Γ, Ω and Σ.
With a good choice of random matrices, the offline computational cost associated with multiplications

of these matrices by (explicit) matrices and vectors should have only a minor impact on the overall cost.
Indeed, due to their specific structure, SRHT matrices of dimension k × n can be multiplied by a
vector with only 2n log2(k+1) flops, while Gaussian matrices are very efficient in terms of scalability of
computations for parallel architectures. Moreover, the random matrices can be generated, maintained
or transfered (for the computations on multiple computational devices) with a negligible computational
cost by using a seeded random number generator. For more details please see [3, 7, 16].

Maintaining the basis matrices Yi in explicit form can be intractable. In general, one should main-
tain and operate with Yi (and R−1

U ) in an efficient implicit form, e.g, obtained with LU factorization,
which can be precomputed once and then used for computing products of Yi (and R−1

U ) with multi-
ple vectors. For the architectures that do not allow precomputation of (approximate) factorizations
of A(µi), the cost of multiplication of Yi by a vector shall be comparable to the cost of solving the
full system for a single parameter value. Next we provide an analysis of the computational cost of
precomputation of an affine decomposition of Wp(µ) associated with the multipurpose error indicator.
Notice that, if A(µ) has an affine form

∑mA

j=1 φj(µ)Aj, then the columns wi(µ) = Ψ(YiA(µ)R−1
U ) =

Γ vec(ΩQYiA(µ)R−1
U QHΣH) of Wp(µ) can be expressed as wi(µ) =

∑mA

j=1 φj(µ)[
∑k

e=1w
(e)
i,j ], where

w
(e)
i,j = ΓRe vec(ωeQYiAjR

−1
U QHΣH), with ωe denoting the e-th row of Ω, and Re denoting the

extension operator, which is a sparse boolean matrix, mapping the local vector to the global one. If
Ω is a Gaussian matrix with k rows, if Σ, Γ are SRHT matrices with k rows, if Q, R−1

U , Yi can be
multiplied by a vector using O(nkP ) flops and bytes of memory, and if Aj are sparse matrices, then
each product ωeQYiAjR

−1
U QHΣH can be computed from left to right using O(n(log(k) + kP )) flops

and O(nkP ) bytes of memory. This implies that the total computational cost for the precomputation
of Wp(µ) is O(nkpmA(log(k) + kP )) flops and O(nkP ) bytes of memory. Moreover, if RU and Q are
identity matrices, then the complexity can be reduced to O(nkp(mA log(k) + kP )) flops. The cost of
precomputation of Wp(µ) associated with the other error indicators can be analyzed similarly.

For classical projection-based methods with preconditioning, the precomputation of the reduced
system of equations associated with the Galerking projection, and the quantities needed for the error
estimation, can require maintenance and operation with Yi (in an implicit form) that can be too
expensive in some architectures. This can be avoided for the sketched Galerkin projection and error
estimation contexts thanks to the methodology from [3]. As was indicated in [3], a reduced model can be
accurately (with high probability) approximated from small random sketches of the approximation space
and the associated residuals, represented by sketched matrices UΘ

r := ΘUr, V
Θ

r (µ) := ΘR−1
U B(µ)Ur

and a vector fΘ(µ) := ΘR−1
U f(µ). In their turn, the sketched matrices VΘ

r (µ) and fΘ(µ) can be obtained

from VΘ

r
(i)
(µ) = ΘYiA(µ)Ur, f

Θ(i)
(µ) = ΘYib(µ) and ap(µ) (obtained from Wp(µ)). Firstly, we

see that, in the offline stage, rather than maintaining and operating with a basis matrix Yi, we can
precompute its random sketch ΘYi (along with wi(µ)) and operate with the sketch, which can be far
more efficient in some architectures. Furthermore, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ p the precomputation of the affine

decompositions of VΘ

r
(i)
(µ), fΘ

(i)
(µ) and wi(µ) requires operations only with Yi and no other basis

matrices, which implies efficiency in terms of storage and distribution of computations.
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Similarly as in [4], the online efficiency of the minimization of (51) for a finite test set Ptest of
parameter values can be improved by using an extra oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embedding Φ statistically
independent of Ptest, Wp(µ) and h(µ). The minimizer ap(µ) of (51) can be approximated by the
minimizer of

‖ΦWp(µ)ap(µ)−Φh(µ)‖2. (52)

If Φ is an (ε, δ(#Ptest)
−1, p+1) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embedding, then the minimizer ap(µ) of (52)

is close to optimal with probability at least 1 − δ. The Gaussian matrices and P-SRHT (in practice)
satisfy this property if they have O(p+ log(#Ptest) + log(1/δ)) rows. The number of rows of Φ should
be in several times smaller than the size of Wp(µ) required to guarantee the accuracy of the sketched
error indicators for the whole parameter set P or for adaptively chosen parameters in the algorithms for
the construction of the preconditioner’s basis. In the online stage, ΦWp(µ) and Φh(µ) can be evaluated
from their affine decompositions, which can be efficiently precomputed beforehand (in the intermediate
online stage) by applying the map Φ to the terms in affine decompositions of Wp(µ) and h(µ).

6 Conclusions and future work

In this work we developed a methodology for the construction of parameter-dependent preconditioners
for large parameter-dependent matrices. A particular focus has been given to preconditioning tech-
niques for the effective solution of ill-conditioned parametric systems of equations with projection-based
model order reduction methods. We considered preconditioners with an affine form, with the parameter-
dependent coefficients computed online by minimizing a discrepancy between the preconditioned matrix
and the identity matrix measured with a semi-norm. Such minimization is a small least-squares problem,
which can be efficiently solved online unlike the estimation of the classical stability constants. We pro-
vided several choices for measuring the discrepancy (or semi-norm) depending on the particular objective
such as improving the quality of the Petrov-Galerkin projection or residual-based error estimation. The
relations between the discrepancy measures and the stability constants have been derived, which directly
yield the certification of the quality of the preconditioner in each of the considered contexts.

Besides the classical projection-based MOR methods, we also discussed preconditioning for random-
ized methods from [3]. Similarly to [3], the resulting methods do not require operations with large
vectors and matrices, but only with their small random sketches, which implies offline efficiency with
any computational architecture.

The heavy computational cost of construction of the preconditioner is bypassed by using randomized
linear algebra. Instead of minimizing the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a large matrix defining the discrepancy
between the preconditioned operator and the identity, we minimize the ℓ2-norm of its image (called a
sketch) to a low-dimensional ℓ2-space through a random linear map. The random map is chosen in
such a way that the norm of the sketch estimates well the norm of the original matrix with high-
probability. We described a procedure for the construction of the random maps and provided conditions
on the dimensions of the sketching matrices required to attain the given accuracy of estimation with a
user-specified probability of success.

The experimental validation of the methodology will be provided in the nearest future.
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7 Appendix

This section provides the proofs of propositions from the article.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We have,

‖Cv‖U ′ = ‖(R−1/2
U CR

−1/2
U )(R

1/2
U v)‖2 ≤ ‖R−1/2

U CR
−1/2
U ‖F‖R1/2

U v‖2 = ‖C‖HS(U,U ′)‖v‖U ,

which ends the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. We have,

‖ur −ΠUr
u‖U = ‖ΠUr

(ur −ΠUr
u)‖U

≤ ‖ΠUr
R−1

U B(ur −ΠUr
u)‖U + ‖ΠUr

R−1
U E(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U
= ‖B(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r
+ ‖E(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r

≤ ‖B(u−ΠUr
u)‖U ′

r
+ ‖E(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r

≤ ‖E(u−ΠUr
u)‖U ′

r
+ ‖E(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r
,

which completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 3.3. The relation (15) and the uniqueness of ur directly follow from Lemma 3.2
and the definitions of semi-norms ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
and ‖E‖U,U ′

r
. More specifically, Lemma 3.2 implies that

‖ur −ΠUr
u‖U ≤ ‖E(u−ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r
+ ‖E(ur −ΠUr

u)‖U ′

r

≤ ‖E‖U,U ′

r
‖u−ΠUr

u‖U + ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
‖ur −ΠUr

u‖U ,
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which combined with the inequality

‖ur −ΠUr
u‖U ≥ ‖u− ur‖U − ‖u−ΠUr

u‖U

yields (15). The uniqueness of ur classically follows from the argument that if ur ∈ Ur and vr ∈ Ur

satisfy the Galerkin orthogonality condition, then

0 = ‖B(u− ur)||U ′

r
+ ‖B(u− vr)||U ′

r
≥ ‖B(vr − ur)||U ′

r

≥ ‖RU(vr − ur)||U ′

r
− ‖(RU −B)(vr − ur)||U ′

r

≥ (1− ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
)‖vr − ur‖U ,

which implies that vr = ur.

Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let T be a square matrix such that U∗
r := UrT has orthonormal columns

with respect to 〈·, ·〉U . The identity ΠUr
= U∗

rU
∗
r
HRU implies that

‖ · ‖U ′

r
= ‖ΠUr

R−1
U · ‖U = ‖U∗

rU
∗
r
H · ‖U = ‖U∗

r
H · ‖2 = ‖THUr

H · ‖2.

From this fact we obtain the following expressions for ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
and ‖E‖U,U ′

r
:

‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
= max

v∈Ur\{0}

‖THUr
HEv‖2

‖v‖U
= ‖THUr

HEUrT‖2 (53a)

and

‖E‖U,U ′

r
:= max

v∈U\{0}

‖THUr
HEv‖2

‖v‖U
= ‖THUr

HER
−1/2
U ‖2. (53b)

It can be shown that the minimal and the maximal singular values of T are equal to σ−1
1 and σ−1

r ,
respectively. Then for any matrix X and matrix X∗ = XT or THX, it holds

σ−1
1 ‖X‖2 ≤ ‖X∗‖2 ≤ σ−1

r ‖X‖2. (54)

By choosing in (54), first X = THUr
HEUr with X∗ = XT, and then X = Ur

HEUr with X∗ = THX,
and using (53a) we obtain

σ−2
1 ‖Ur

HEUr‖2 ≤ ‖E‖Ur,U ′

r
≤ σ−2

r ‖Ur
HEUr‖2.

At the same time, by choosing X = Ur
HER

−1/2
U with X∗ = THX in (54), and using (53b) we get

σ−1
1 ‖Ur

HER
−1/2
U ‖2 ≤ ‖E‖U,U ′

r
≤ σ−1

r ‖Ur
HER

−1/2
U ‖2.

These two relations combined with the fact that for a matrix X with r rows,

r−1/2‖X‖F ≤ ‖X‖2 ≤ ‖X‖F ,

result in (19).
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Proof of Proposition 3.7. By definition of α(B) and β(B), we have

β(B)−1‖r∗(ur)‖U ′ ≤ ‖u− ur‖ ≤ α(B)−1‖r∗(ur)‖U ′. (55)

Moreover, since ∆U,U ′ is an upper bound of β(E), the following inequalities hold

1−∆U,U ′ ≤ 1− β(E) ≤ α(B) ≤ β(B) ≤ 1 + β(E) ≤ 1 + ∆U,U ′. (56)

The result of the proposition follows immediately from (55) and (56).

Proof of Proposition 3.8. We have,

‖ΠUm
(u− ur)‖2U = ‖u− ur‖2U − ‖u−ΠUm

u‖2U .

Therefore

‖ΠUm
(u− ur)‖U ≤ ‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1√

1− τ 2
‖ΠUm

(u− ur)‖U . (57)

On the other hand,

‖ΠUm
(u− ur)‖U ≤ ‖ΠUm

R−1
U B(u− ur)‖U + ‖ΠUm

R−1
U E(u− ur)‖U

= ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
+ ‖ΠUm

R−1
U E(u− ur)‖U

≤ ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
+ ‖ΠUm

R−1
U EΠUm

(u− ur)‖U + ‖ΠUm
R−1

U E(u−ΠUm
u)‖U

≤ ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
+ ‖E‖Um,U ′

m
‖u− ur‖U + ‖E‖U,U ′

m
‖u−ΠUm

u‖U
≤ ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
+ (‖E‖Um,U ′

m
+ τ‖E‖U,U ′

m
)‖u− ur‖U ,

(58)

and similarly

‖ΠUm
(u− ur)‖U ≥ ‖r∗(ur)‖U ′

m
− (‖E‖Um,U ′

m
+ τ‖E‖U,U ′

m
)‖u− ur‖U . (59)

The statement of the proposition can be obtained by combining (57) to (59).

Proof of Proposition 4.3. If not unique, we choose ΠΘ

Ur
such that ΠΘ

Ur
x = x holds for all vectors x ∈ Ur.

The following result can be derived by following the proof of Lemma 3.2 substituting ‖ · ‖U , ΠUr
, ‖ · ‖U ′

r
,

by ‖ · ‖ΘU , ΠΘ

Ur
, ‖ · ‖ΘU ′

r
:

‖ur −ΠΘ

Ur
u‖ΘU ≤ ‖E(u−ΠΘ

Ur
u)‖ΘU ′

r
+ ‖E(ur −ΠΘ

Ur
u)‖ΘU ′

r
.

Then,

√
1− ε‖ur −ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U ≤ ‖ur −ΠΘ

Ur
u‖ΘU ≤ ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
‖u−ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U + ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
‖ur −ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U .

This result and the inequality,

‖ur −ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U ≥ ‖u− ur‖U − ‖u−ΠΘ

Ur
u‖U ,

yield (35).
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. The first part of the proposition follows directly from the definition of Θ.
More specifically, since Θ is a (ε, δ, r + 1) oblivious embedding, hence

∀x,y ∈ V,
∣

∣〈x,y〉U − 〈x,y〉ΘU
∣

∣ ≤ ε‖x‖U‖y‖U , (60)

holds with probability at least 1 − δ for all r + 1-dimensional subspaces V ⊂ U , and in particular, for
V = Ur + span(u). Now, let us provide the proof for the second part of the proposition.

Let U∗
m := argmindim(W )=m supu∈M ‖u − ΠWu‖U . Then, the Kolmogorov m-width is given by

dm(M) = sup
u∈M ‖u−ΠU∗

m
u‖U . Since Θ is a (ε, δ, r +m) oblivious embedding, then (60) holds with

probability at least 1− δ for V = Ur + U∗
m. This implies that

‖u−w‖ΘU ≤ ‖ΠUr+U∗

m
u−w‖ΘU + ‖u−ΠUr+U∗

m
u‖ΘU

≤
√
1 + ε‖ΠUr+U∗

m
u−w‖U + ‖u−ΠUr+U∗

m
u‖ΘU

≤
√
1 + ε (‖u−w‖U + dm(M)) + ‖u−ΠUr+U∗

m
u‖ΘU ,

(61)

and (similarly)
‖u−w‖ΘU ≥

√
1− ε (‖u−w‖U − dm(M))− ‖u−ΠUr+U∗

m
u‖ΘU , (62)

hold simultaneously for all u ∈ M and w ∈ Ur with probability at least 1− δ.
It remains to provide an upper bound for ‖u − ΠUr+U∗

m
u‖ΘU . Denote ∆u := u − ΠUr+U∗

m
u. Let

S = {vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be some orthogonal basis for U . Let {Sj : 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌈ n
m
⌉}, be a partition of S into

subsets with #Sj ≤ m. Since Θ is a (ε, δ( n
m
+ 1)−1, m) oblivious embedding, the relation (60) holds for

every V = span(Sj), 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌈ n
m
⌉, simultaneously, with probability at least 1 − δ. Therefore, for all

u ∈ M,

‖∆u‖ΘU = ‖
⌈ n
m
⌉

∑

j=1

ΠSj∆u‖ΘU ≤
⌈ n
m
⌉

∑

j=1

‖ΠSj∆u‖ΘU ≤
√
1 + ε

⌈ n
m
⌉

∑

j=1

‖ΠSj∆u‖U

≤
√
1 + ε

√

⌈ n
m
⌉

√

√

√

√

⌈ n
m
⌉

∑

j=1

‖∆u‖2U =
√
1 + ε

√

n

m
+ 1‖∆u‖U ≤ Ddm(M),

(63)

holds with probability at least 1 − δ. The second part of the proposition then follows directly from
relations (61) to (63) and an union bound.

Proof of Proposition 4.5. LetT be a square matrix such thatUrT has orthonormal columns with respect
to 〈·, ·〉U . Since Θ satisfies (42) with V = Ur, we have

∀x ∈ K
r,

1

1 + ε
‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Urx‖2U = ‖T−1x‖22 ≤

1

1− ε
‖x‖22.

This implies that the singular values of T lie inside [
√
1− ε,

√
1 + ε]. The identity ΠΘ

Ur
= UrUr

HΘHΘ

implies that

‖ · ‖ΘU ′

r
= ‖ΠΘ

Ur
R−1

U · ‖ΘU = ‖UrUr
HΘHΘR−1

U · ‖ΘU = ‖Ur
HΘHΘR−1

U · ‖2.
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From this fact we obtain the following expressions for ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
and ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
:

‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
= max

v∈Ur\{0}

‖Ur
HΘHΘR−1

U Ev‖2
‖v‖U

= ‖Ur
HΘHΘR−1

U EUrT‖2 (64a)

and

‖E‖ΘU,U ′

r
:= max

v∈U\{0}

‖Ur
HΘHΘEv‖2
‖v‖U

= ‖Ur
HΘHΘR−1

U ER−1/2‖2. (64b)

Then √
1− ε‖Ur

HΘHΘR−1
U EUr‖2 ≤ ‖E‖ΘUr,U ′

r
≤

√
1 + ε‖Ur

HΘHΘR−1
U EUr‖2

The statement of the proposition then follows from the fact that for a matrix X with r rows,

r−1/2‖X‖F ≤ ‖X‖2 ≤ ‖X‖F .

Proof of Proposition 4.7. Assume that Ur = [v1,v2, . . . ,vr] is orthogonal with respect to 〈·, ·〉U . In
addition let Un = [e1, e2, . . . , en] be a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of U .

We have,

∆2
Ur ,U ′

r
= ‖ΠUr

R−1
U EUr‖2HS(ℓ2,U) =

r
∑

i=1

‖Evi‖2U ′

r
, ∆2

Ur ,U ′ = ‖EUr‖2HS(ℓ2,U ′) =

r
∑

i=1

‖Evi‖2U ′ , (65a)

∆2
U,U ′

r
= ‖ΠUr

R−1
U EUn‖2HS(ℓ2,U) =

n
∑

i=1

‖Eei‖2U ′

r
, ∆2

U,U ′ = ‖EUn‖2HS(ℓ2,U ′) =
n
∑

i=1

‖Eei‖2U ′ (65b)

and

(∆Θ

Ur ,U ′

r
)2 = (‖ΠΘ

Ur
R−1

U EUr‖ΘHS(ℓ2,U))
2 =

r
∑

i=1

(‖Evi‖ΘU ′

r
)2, (65c)

(∆Θ

U,U ′

r
)2 = (‖ΠΘ

Ur
R−1

U EUn‖ΘHS(ℓ2,U))
2 =

n
∑

i=1

(‖Eei‖ΘU ′

r
)2. (65d)

By definition of Θ and a union bound argument, the relation

∀x,y ∈ Vi,
∣

∣〈x,y〉U − 〈x,y〉ΘU
∣

∣ ≤ ε‖x‖U‖y‖U , (66)

holds with probability at least 1 − δ for all Vi = Ur + {R−1
U Evi : B ∈ Y }, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, simultaneously.

Then, by [3, Proposition 3.4],

‖Evi‖ΘU ′

r
≤ 1√

1− ε
(‖Evi‖U ′

r
+ ε‖Evi‖U ′),
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holds with probability at least 1 − δ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, simultaneously. This fact, combined with (65a)
and (65c) results in the first part of the proposition.

Next is proved the second part of the proposition. By definition of Θ, the relation (66) holds with
probability at least 1 − δ for all Vi = Ur + {R−1

U Eei : B ∈ Y }, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, simultaneously. Therefore,
by [3, Proposition 3.4],

‖Eei‖ΘU ′

r
≤ 1√

1− ε
(‖Eei‖U ′

r
+ ε‖Eei‖U ′), (67)

holds with probability at least 1 − δ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, simultaneously. The proof is completed by
combining (67) with (65b) and (65d).

Proof of Proposition 4.8. If not unique, we choose ΠΘ

Um
such that ΠΘ

Um
x = x holds for all vectors

x ∈ Um. We have,
(‖ΠΘ

Um
(u− ur)‖ΘU )2 = (‖u− ur‖ΘU )2 − (‖u−ΠΘ

Um
u‖ΘU )2,

and
1√
1 + ε

‖u− ur‖ΘU ≤ ‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1√
1− ε

‖u− ur‖ΘU .

Therefore
1√
1 + ε

‖ΠΘ

Um
(u− ur)‖ΘU ≤ ‖u− ur‖U ≤ 1√

1− ε− τ ∗2
‖ΠΘ

Um
(u− ur)‖ΘU . (68)

On the other hand,

‖ΠΘ

Um
(u− ur)‖ΘU ≤ ‖ΠΘ

Um
R−1

U B(u− ur)‖ΘU + ‖ΠΘ

Um
R−1

U E(u− ur)‖ΘU
= ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
+ ‖ΠΘ

Um
R−1

U E(u− ur)‖ΘU
≤ ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
+ ‖ΠΘ

Um
R−1

U EΠUm
(u− ur)‖ΘU + ‖ΠΘ

Um
R−1

U E(u−ΠUm
u)‖ΘU

≤ ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
+ ‖E‖ΘUm,U ′

m
‖u− ur‖U + ‖E‖ΘU,U ′

m
‖u−ΠUm

u‖U
≤ ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
+ (‖E‖ΘUm,U ′

m
+ τ ∗‖E‖ΘU,U ′

m
)‖u− ur‖U .

(69)

Similarly, we have

‖ΠΘ

Um
(u− ur)‖ΘU ≥ ‖r∗(ur)‖ΘU ′

m
− (‖E‖ΘUm,U ′

m
+ τ ∗‖E‖ΘU,U ′

m
)‖u− ur‖U . (70)

The statement of the proposition follows by combining (68) to (70).

Propositions 5.2 to 5.4 will follow from the following proposition.

Proposition 7.1. The random map Υ(·) defined by

Υ(X) := Γ vec(ΩXΣH), X ∈ K
q×p,

where Γ, Ω and Σ are (εΓ, δΓ, d), (εΩ, δΩ, d) and (εΣ, δΣ, d) oblivious ℓ2 → ℓ2 subspace embeddings, is a
(ε, δ, d) oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 subspace embedding of matrices with ε = (1+ εΓ)(1 + εΣ)(1 + εΩ)− 1
and δ = min(kΣδΩ + qδΣ, kΩδΣ + pδΩ) + δΓ, where kΩ and kΣ are the numbers of rows of Ω and Σ,
respectively.
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Proof. Let us first assume that
kΩδΣ + pδΩ ≤ kΣδΩ + qδΣ

Let V be a d-dimensional space of matrices in Kq×p. Define

V i = {Vei : V ∈ V } ⊂ K
q,

where ei denotes the i-th column of the p×p identity matrix. By the definition of Ω and a union bound
argument, we have that

∀x ∈ V i, |‖x‖22 − ‖Ωx‖22| ≤ εΩ‖x‖22,
holds for all V i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, with probability at least 1− pδΩ. This implies that

|‖Vei‖22 − ‖Ω[Vei]‖22| ≤ εΩ‖Vei‖22 (71)

holds with probability at least 1−pδΣ for all V ∈ V and 1 ≤ i ≤ p. By (71) and the following identities

‖V‖2F =

p
∑

i=1

‖Vei‖22 and ‖ΩV‖2F =

p
∑

i=1

‖Ω[Vei]‖22,

we deduce that
P(∀V ∈ V, |‖V‖2F − ‖ΩV‖2F | ≤ εΩ‖V‖2F ) ≥ 1− qδΩ. (72)

Furthermore, by taking V := {XHΩH : X ∈ V } and replacing Ω by Σ in (72), we also deduce that

P(∀V ∈ V, |‖VHΩH‖2F − ‖ΣVHΩH‖2F | ≤ εΣ‖VHΩH‖2F ) ≥ 1− kΩδΣ. (73)

Finally, by definition of Γ and the identity ‖ΩVΣH‖2F = ‖vec(ΩVΣH)‖22, we have

P(∀V ∈ V, |‖ΩVΣH‖2F − ‖Γvec(ΩVΣH)‖22| ≤ εΓ‖ΩVΣH‖2F ) ≥ 1− δΓ. (74)

By combining (72) to (74) and using a union bound, we obtain that

|‖V‖2F − ‖Γvec(ΩVΣH)‖22| ≤ |‖V‖2F − ‖ΩVΣH‖2F |+ |‖ΩVΣH‖2F − ‖Γvec(ΩVΣH)‖22|
≤ |‖V‖2F − ‖ΩVΣH‖2F |+ εΓ‖ΩVΣH‖F
≤ (1 + εΓ)|‖V‖2F − ‖ΩVΣH‖2F |+ εΓ‖V‖2F
≤ (1 + εΓ)

(

|‖V‖2F − ‖ΩV‖2F |+ |‖ΩV‖2F − ‖ΩVΣH‖2F |
)

+ εΓ‖V‖2F
≤ (1 + εΓ)

(

|‖V‖2F − ‖ΩV‖2F |+ εΣ‖ΩV‖2F |
)

+ εΓ‖V‖2F
≤ (1 + εΓ)(1 + εΣ)|‖V‖2F − ‖ΩV‖2F |+ (εΓ + εΣ(1 + εΓ))‖V‖2F
≤ (1 + εΓ)(1 + εΣ)εΩ‖V‖2F + (εΓ + εΣ(1 + εΓ))‖V‖2F
= ε‖V‖2F

holds with probability at least 1 − δ for all V ∈ V . This statement with the parallelogram identity
imply that, with probability at least 1− δ, for all X,Y ∈ V

|〈X,Y〉F − 〈Υ(X),Υ(Y)〉F | ≤ ε‖X‖F‖Y‖F ,
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which completes the proof for the case

kΩδΣ + pδΩ ≤ kΣδΩ + qδΣ.

For the alternative case, we can apply the proof of the first case by interchanging Ω with Σ, p and
q, and considering a reshaping operator vec∗(·) := vec(·H) instead of the operator vec(·) to show that
the linear map

X ∈ K
p×q → Γvec∗(ΣXΩH)

is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 subspace embedding. Since the Frobenius inner product of two
matrices is equal to the Frobenius inner product of the (Hermitian-)transposed matrices, the linear map

X ∈ K
p×q → Γvec∗(ΣXHΩH)

is also a (ε, δ, d) oblivious HS(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2 subspace embedding. The proof is completed by noticing
that

Γvec∗(ΣXHΩH) = Γvec((ΣXHΩH)H) = Γvec(ΩXΣH).

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Proposition 5.2 directly follows from Proposition 7.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.3. We have that Ξ(·) = Υ(Q·), where Υ(·) is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious H(ℓ2, ℓ2) → ℓ2
embedding from Proposition 7.1. Since 〈·, ·〉HS(ℓ2,U) = 〈Q·,Q·〉F , we have that Ξ(·) is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious
H(ℓ2, U) → ℓ2 embedding.

Proof of Proposition 5.4. We have that Ξ(·) = Υ(Q ·QH), where Υ(·) is a (ε, δ, d) oblivious H(ℓ2, ℓ2) →
ℓ2 embedding from Proposition 7.1. The proposition then follows from the fact that 〈·, ·〉HS(U ′,U) =
〈Q ·QH,Q ·QH〉F .
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